THREE CLICKS DEEP
The information is there … the question is, can you find it? Although the DWW website features thousands of pages, hours of videos and multimedia presentations, and dozens of downloadable forms, templates, and tools, the practices—the site’s “DNA”—are only three clicks away. Here’s what you’ll find at www.dww.ed.gov if you’re looking for help in using data, for example:

Click One: Data-Driven Improvement

Click Two: Using Student Achievement Data to Support Instructional Decision Making

Click Three: Five content-rich practices organized under four easy-to-use categories. Some of the insight available about the practice, the Cycle of Improvement, for example, includes the following:

- **Practice Summary**: A six-minute multimedia overview on Making Data Part of an Ongoing Cycle of Instructional Improvement.
- **Learn What Works**: A seven-minute interview with Elizabeth A. City, Harvard Graduate School of Education, who discusses how teachers can enact a three-step “Prepare, Inquire, Act” cycle of instructional improvement.
- **See How It Works**: An interview with a curriculum-skills specialist who discusses multiple assessments that are used to help staff collect information on various student skills and provide early intervention.
- **Do What Works**: Ideas for Action and Tools and Templates, each one a downloadable Word document that you can edit and adapt to serve your needs.